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Participants of the Pasifika program at the graduation ceremony in Emerton



Taabeia (L) and Tosy read out the letters
they wrote to Federal and NSW MPs  

After two days of intense training,

each participant chose an advocacy

project to progress over the following

six weeks and presented their project

to fellow learners and supporters

prior to graduating and celebrating

Pacific style on 19 June 2021 . PCP

made mentoring available to each

participant as they worked on their

individual or group projects. The

variety of projects that participants

worked on was most inspiring, as was

the enthusiasm with which they

approached their respective projects. 

For example, one of our participants,

Gordon, gave a radio interview on

ABC Pacific Beat prior to the US

Biden Climate Summit (the interview

starts at 57mins). 

Six participants also wrote letters to

NSW and Federal MPs. 

In her letter, Katarina wrote “On

behalf of Kiribati I would like to

please ask you for your help to share

and to speak about how to stop

Climate Change and to fight against 

Gordon shares his experience of ABC
Pacific Beat radio interview 

In     April 2021, the Pacific Calling

Partnership (PCP) program, based at

the Edmund Rice Centre for Justice

and Community Education, launched

its latest climate leadership and

advocacy course at the Emerton

Catholic Parish in Mt Druitt. 

The course, specifically designed for

members of the Pacific Islander

community residing in Western Sydney,

saw 13 participants graduate in June,

including three Pacific Islanders from

Kiribati, three from Samoa, one from the

Cook Islands, one Australian/Tongan,

one from Tuvalu and one Fijian/Tongan.  

Another two course graduates were

Australian partners of Pacific Islanders

and one was of Indian origin. 

The course was interactive with lots of

group participation and activities.

Luckily in these COVID times most

participants were able to take part in

Emerton although one attended the

course online.  

https://www.abc.net.au/radio-australia/programs/pacificbeat/pacific-beat-2021/13308182
https://www.erc.org.au/pcp


this menace by using your position

and skills to help us. My country is

suffering a lot from the Climate

Change and the more it suffers,

the more we, the children of

Kiribati, will lose where our heart

and our culture belongs.”  Adding

“We plead for the help from you to

speak to other MPs to help us by

passing laws that will help

lowering Australia's fossil fuel

extraction.”

Another letter writer, Taabeia, refl-

-ected on her project: “This project

gave me the opportunity to learn

more about climate change. It also

gave me more courage to be more

confident in what I believe in.” Later in

her project, Taabeia added: “I

received a reply from Mr Alexander,

but I am not satisfied with it.”

Tosy, another letter writer, reflected

on her involvement: “To my surprise,

the resources are already there in me

without knowing it. All I need to talk

about is my experience: my island,

my hope, my fears, what I have seen

and experienced that has affected

Kiribati people from climate change”. 

Rass prepared and trialled with

twelve families a practical, semi-

structured interview approach to a

household audit. It was

comprehensive and thought-

provoking and highlighted energy use

and solar options. 

Oiner (R) performs a traditional Samoan
dance with her niece

Maneapa and Ralph showcase the 
T-shirts they produced and sold to
inspire people to take climate action 
(R) Rass talks about his household
"green" audit involving twelve Pacific
Islander families in Sydney



Lucy, a young Australian woman of

Tongan origin, wrote and prepared a

booklet of original Pasifika-inspired

poems, some highlighting issues

associated with climate change. She

also included her own original and

evocative art works. The poems

would be beautiful as motivational

poetry reading.  

Maneapa and Ralph produced and

began the sale of T-shirts inspiring

people to take climate action. They

will sell them at Tuvalu celebrations

once the COVID lockdown ends.

Smita posted social media posts

advocating climate action and

awareness on Facebook, Twitter, and

Instagram. An example of one of her

posts can be seen here.

Finally, Oiner, Greg, Epenesa and

Makerita worked together to prepare

a speech and traditional dance to be

delivered to Pacific Island

communities, especially at Samoan

events, as well as to politicians or

other people of influence. 

The PCP team is delighted with these

projects and warmly congratulates

all participants. We also thank

Climate Action Network Australia for

their support.

If you are a member of the Pacific

Islander community interested in

participating in our next training

course, or know someone who is,

please contact Corinne at

cfagueret@edmundrice.org. 

Lucy presents her booklet of
Pasifika-inspired poems

Participants, guests and PCP staff dancing to a traditional Kiribati song. On the photo to
right − Mal Fruean (L), Chair of the NSW Council for Pacific Communities, with Oiner, one
of the participants. Mal was the guest of honour at the graduation ceremony and
handed out the certificate of completion to the participants

https://www.facebook.com/PacificCallingPartnership/photos/a.1236092099739504/4793678577314154/
mailto:cfagueret@edmundrice.org

